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WATER SAFETY

ACROSS

2 Boats must carry one approved by the Coast Guard for each person
4 Open vessel smaller than a ship
6 Rate at which something moves
8 Degree of heat or cold
9 Protected from harm
11 Colorless liquid
14 More difficult in open water than in a pool
15 Die by breathing in water
17 Large body of water surrounded on all sides by land
18 Flow of water in one direction

DOWN

1 Waves made by boats moving through the water
3 Distance from the surface to the bottom of a body of water
4 Able to float
5 Conditions outside at a particular place and time
7 Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
10 _____and boating don't mix
12 Water that moves in one direction between two banks
13 Heavy object dropped from boat by cable
15 Raised platform that is built into water
16 Move or rest on the top of water without sinking
WATER SAFETY

Solution:
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